
DESIGN BY DARTS  

1. DART CONTROL must originate at an 
outside seam and end up at or pass over the 
crest (apex) of a figure curve.   

2. The high point of the curve is the 
pivot of a pinwheel from which the control can 
be swung in any direction. 

3. Material is stitched to take in an 
amount needed to fit the smaller dimensions 
of the form.  

4. As it tapers of the high point – dart 
point – it releases enough material to fit the 
larger dimensions of the form. 

5. A different position for the dart within 
the pinwheel changes the design of the 
garment.  It does not alter the shaping. 

 

 

See last page for image examples of darts 

 

APPAREL DESIGN METHODS 

 PATTERN – referred to as Flat Pattern making. The modern Block System of pattern making involves 
careful drafting of the basic foundation blocks that become the basis for making countless variations in 
design.  
 

 DRAPING – Draping on a dress form or on a body - a way of exploring the potential of a fabric on the 
body, and therefore it can initiate the design idea. Madeleine Vionnet, a French designer from early 
twentieth century, developed her ideas exclusively through draping on a half-scale mannequin. 
 

 
TERMS – many terms are French origins 

 Basting – loose, temporary, hand stitches – used to hold pieces together until machine stitched 

 Block – see “Sloper” 

 Grain: Cross Grain – horizontal – from selvage to selvage 

 Grain: Straight with Grain, vertical or lengthwise as it comes off the bolt. 

 Muslin – unstarched, unbleached plain weave cotton – used for “proof” or preliminaries. Weight 
 and texture should match final fabric being used for design. 

 Notches – triangle points out or cut in depending on looseness of weave. Used to line up seams. 

 Seam – stitch to edges together 

 Seam Allowance – home sewing 5/8” 

 Selvage – finished sides of fabric …on each side as it comes off the bolt 

 Sloper – basic or foundation pattern, usually drafted from measurements taken from an 
 individual or standard size model or dress form. 

 Tuck – like a dart, but does not come to a point – like a pleat, it ends abruptly  



 



 

Darts are used to MOLD soft material to rounded forms… 

whether in traditional draping on a 
dressform. 

 

Darts are concave, convex, or straight 
depending on the surface structure of 
the form 

 

 

 

Or making a pattern for fiberglass or 
Kevlar fabric on a boat keel. 

 

 

 

 

 

 


